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Variable ParametersIntroduction
Narrow depth of field effects are desirable in photography. 
However, mobile cameras with small apertures and short focal 
length cannot naturally achieve this. Instead, synthetic depth of 
field is achievable based on depth estimations.

Existing Work: 
● Google: NN person segmentation + dual pixel disparity [1]
● DeepLens: pure NN depth estimation + upsampling [2]

Contributions:
● Implement a pipeline to generate depth of field effects with 

variable parameters such as focus distance, focal length, 
aperture size, and aperture shape.

● Attempt using stereo disparity to estimate depth.
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Discussion
● Under ideal conditions, our method can achieve moderately 

acceptable depth of field blurring and bokeh.
● Segmentation mask is an important feature to improve the 

blurring around the target subject.
● Disparity matching algorithms need to be more robust for 

mobile stereo cameras, perhaps with bilateral smoothness 
and confidence constraints [4].

Stereo Disparity 
1. Calibrate & rectify.
2. Search matching tiles along rows. Compute match cost 

(SSD) for each disparity in a cost volume.
3. Filter cost volume conv2 with box filter (cost aggregation).
4. Choose disparity with lowest filtered cost.

Experiments
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